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The Extra-Illustrated Volume
In 2004 I purchased a new release by one of my favorite art writers: Postmodern Heretics: The
Catholic Imagination in Contemporary Art by Eleanor Heartney. The text was fantastic and
exciting, yet there was one major disappointment: there were no illustrations. Though Heartney’s
descriptions of the artworks discussed were vividly detailed, for her subject—the embodiment of
visceral spirituality—the illustrations of the uncommon artworks were crucial. I wanted so much
to see what she was discussing; this want was disruptive to my enjoyment. So, I created a new
folder on my laptop, and started collecting digital images that I found of the artworks that she
discussed. Sometimes, I would also find printed illustrations and place them inside of the book in
the place where the artwork was discussed. Only later did I learn why this book did not have
illustrations: frequently copyright permissions are denied or too expensive for the publisher to
afford. But what other solution is there? I did not know then that this was a historic problem, that
a solution was the cause of a mass entertainment and scandal in the late 19th century. The notion
of personalizing books by adding illustrations, and strengthening or deepening the links between
images and texts through this activity, has fascinated me for the longest time. It has been
satisfying, thus, to learn of the history of the extra-illustrated volume, and to draw conceptual
links to book events occurring from the 14th century to my impulse with Heartney’s book, and
even to perceive its tendencies now within the features of hypertexts.
In the spirit of the Enlightenment, the quest for seeking and accumulating knowledge
surged in the 17th century. The invention and technical refinement of the etching intaglio-printing

process throughout the late 16th century facilitated a growing market and collector base for
printmaking that extended through the 19th century (until confronted with photomechanical
processes). The reason for the significant influence of etching was that this process was able to
successfully capture artists’ versatile marks—from the spontaneous sketch to rich tonal ranges—
and the durability of the plates facilitated printers’ ability to reproduce these images in enormous
edition runs without losing impression details. At the same time, the increasing systemization
and innovations in engraving techniques enhanced their ability to produce quality reproductive
prints that became exceedingly popular as educational tools. Print collecting was no longer
reserved for private museums and wealthy collectors; affordable and quality prints could be
found on the consumer market. Personal libraries frequently included graphic collections with
portfolios or albums of prints (sometimes pasted onto pages and bound) that were organized
according to subject or genre. Due to the rising reputation of individual printmakers and the
medium of printmaking as a fine art, print connoisseurs may even have albums devoted to
specific artists or frame prints for permanent wall display. The heightened demand for original
and reproductive prints, and the simultaneous accessibility of the print media to a growing
population due to its affordable prices, caused print publications to thrive.1
Although print illustrations were becoming more accessible, usually books were limited
to a single illustrated frontispiece; it was prohibitively expensive publishers to include any
significant quantity of illustrations within published text volumes. The story that I related at the
beginning of this essay isn’t a new sensation though, and provided the means of a bursting and
affordable print market, an exceptional individual named James Granger published a book in
1769 of a nature that begged for illustrations, yet had none, effectively prompting a mass
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movement of remedies that blossomed into extended opportunities for book owners’ selfexpression.
After the publication of James Granger’s Biographical History of England in 1769,
isolated examples were replaced by a torrent of extra-illustrated works. Granger’s
un-illustrated book combined thumbnail biographies with lists of portraits, and
people began to supplement their copies with actual examples of portraits. The great
era of extra-illustration, also known as “grangerizing,” was born. Developing first
in Britain, then moving to America, the practice spread to other historical and
literary texts, with Shakespeare being a particular favorite.2

Figure 1: James Granger. A Biographical History of England, from Egbert the Great to the Revolution (London: T. Davies,
1769) with John Faber (1695?–1756), with “King Henry IV” (London: Thomas Bowles and John Bowles, 1731), mezzotint.
4v.,plate ; 4⁰. (page 12 and opposite)
Digital Image File Name: “37080,” LUNA: Folger Digital Image Collection, https://luna.folger.edu/luna/servlet/s/64dq0u

As indicated by its full title:
A Biographical History of England from Egbert the Great to the Revolution,
consisting of Characters dispersed in different Classes and adapted to a
Methodical Catalogue of Engraved British Heads, Intended as an Essay towards
reducing our Biography to a System and helping to the knowledge of portraits, with
a variety of Anecdotes and Memoirs of a great number of persons not to be found
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in other Biographical Works. With a preface showing the utility of a collection of
Engraved Portraits to supply the defect and answer the various purposes of Medals.
Granger’s volume was actually published with the intention that owners would add illustrations,
which is why the activity of extra-illustrating took his name. The first edition of Granger’s book
was published in two quarto volumes, with the biographies printed only on verso (on the back
side of the page leaves), leaving room for the additions to be inserted and featured on the recto
(or front side). Attesting to the popularity of the publication, two more editions were printed
before the author’s death in 1776, these as four-volume octavos. Lawrence Hutton described in
1889 the distinction that Granger “wrote his book to illustrate his portraits; he did not collect his
portraits to illustrate his book.”3 As Sidney Berger describes, “the volume was published with no
illustrations, but space was left—with blank leaves bound in—for the owner to augment the
volume as she wished.”4 Additionally, the book provided a catalogue of portrait prints that the
volume found “wanting,” prints that could be found (with varying difficulty and prices) in print
stalls in London, divided into groups such as monarchs, aristocrats, women, etc.5 The book was
successful, ran through two editions, and was credited for raising the price of the coveted
engraved portraits “five times their original value.”6
Following the reputation of Granger’s Biographical History of England, a surge of extraillustrated books went into private production. What are extra-illustrated books exactly? The
definition is quite open, usually evolving around printed editions (ca 1796-1903) that are
rendered unique through their being extended (typically by the owner) with an addition of
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supplementary illustrations to “enrich the reading experience and to display the collector’s good
taste and material wealth.”7 It is important to note that historically the term “illustration” was not
always pictorial, but (before 1816) used also to refer to any elucidations, recommendations, or
suggestions adding any unique characteristic to an editioned volume. Although the Granger
volume provides an example of a book that was printed with the author’s intention that the
volume be illustrated by the owner, this is not always the case. Any volume that includes
illustrations that were not in the original volume as issued by the publisher is considered extraillustrated. The supplementary illustrations were tipped in (pasted) or mounted, laid in, or sewn
in. Ideally the illustrations were thematically and conceptually joined to the text—such as
illustrations of leading characters, portraits of historical figures, landscapes of the locational
extent—in ways that would enhance the reading (yet this was not always the case). Sometimes
the owner would reassemble and rebind the volume, which may increase (substantially) in size.
This activity allowed the owner to not only enhance the quality of the text, for their own
enjoyment, but also to personalize publications that were increasingly being mass produced by
machines. The practice was in its height in the 18th century, as an effect of the availability of
prints.
In addition to taking advantage of the plethora of fine engravings available from printing
stalls, extra-illustrators might also include textual notes, letters, drawings, water colorings,
autographs, maps, ephemera, and even sometimes entirely other pamphlets/volumes that they
had collected and saw fit to add. In an eccentricity that was heavily critiqued, some extraillustrators would even clip illustrations from other books, sometimes mutilating library
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collections. Because this was commonly a vernacular activity, the sources that the illustrations
were taken from, their provenance, was not typically recorded.8

Figure 2: Constance Sackville-West (1846-1929) or Amy Augusta Frederica Annabella Cochrane-Baillie (1853-1913),
[Sackville-West Album,] 1867-1873, Albumen silver prints and watercolor, George Eastman Museum

The art of extra-illustrators is one of personalization, as detailed in J.M. Bulloch’s book
on the subject, published in 1903, these activities were sometimes undertaken with intentions to
create whole new works:
Probably every man has in his head a book that he would like to produce, for every
man has some subject which interests him specifically. Certain it is that not every
professional publisher would dream of producing it for him.9
As such, the activity is related to other popular book arts such as scrapbooking, photocollage
albums, or the of bible journaling—except that curators and writers who write of the practice of
extra-illustrating often distinguish grangerizing as an elite hobby using materials that were not
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necessarily easily accessible to the mass culture, and describe that, as such, the practice fell out
of fashion when books and prints became more widely accessible.
One of the most popular volumes for grangerizing was Shakespeare’s plays, ripe with
historic and dramatic plots, the additions were used to emphasize references to historical
biographies. Another favorite was the Bible, which has certainly been the inspiration source for
many artistic illustrations throughout history. Religious texts had been grangerized before the
term existed. Other popular books to grangerize were travel books, historical texts, biographies,
and art catalogues… any text that was ripe for illustrations and personalization.
Prints and maps that were larger than the book were simply folded down to scale.
One exceptional example of an extra-illustrated Shakespeare volume comes from the
American theater and playwright Augustin Daly (1838-1899) who hired a professional to extract
the original pages, and to mount these pages alongside new mounted pages containing ephemeral
materials—such as original watercolor costume designs, photographs, letters, broadsides,
playbills, engravings, etc.—that he had collected from his productions of that particular play.

Figure 3: William Shakespeare. Love’s labour’s lost ... arranged in 4 acts for the present stage by Augustin Daly. New York:
Privately printed for Mr. Daly (Trow’s Printing and Bookbinding Co.), 1891. Extra-illustrated by Augustin Daly (1838–99).
From Folgerpedia
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Figure 42:Lift-the-flap costume design for Mustardseed in Augustin Daly’s 1888 production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Photograph from Blake, "A Perfect Ten."

His volume of The Comedy of A Midsummer Night’s Dream…Arranged for Representation at
Daly’s Theater contained 75 pages of the original text for the play (extracted from a copy of the
1632 edition), plus “39 watercolor costume designs, 2 costume design drawings, 86 albumen
photographs, 3 broadsides, 6 playbills (3 on silk), 7 autograph letters, 160 printed illus.,
consisting of copper-plate, steel and wood engravings, as well as photogravures.”10 The play for
the text, in this example, was not interleaved, but came following the illustrations.11
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Figure 5: Kitto Bible, Huntington Library. Photograph from Wada, “Treasure Troves.”12

The Kitto Bible is an exemplary of an extra-illustrated Bible, originally printed in the 19th
century with notes by James Kitto, and then illustrated by the print dealer James Gibbs. Gibbs
added over 30,000 artworks (including prints, engravings, drawings, and other inserted materials
such as parts of older Bibles), and it is imagined that this item grew from (probably) 2 volumes
to 60 volumes in length. Among the artworks included in the Kitto Bible is a watercolor by
William Blake.13
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Figure 6: Illustration detail, "The Hours of Jeanne de Navarre," ca.1325-50, Bibliothèque nationale de France. De Hamel,
Meetings... (Here the owner of the book is seen walking with an Angel.)

The practice of personalizing religious texts has been extant since at least the Middle
Ages, when Books of Hours were commissioned as a lay person’s prayerbook, for private use by
individuals outside of monastic walls (where book production was often limited to until the 12th
century). These manuscripts would be filled with composite texts, psalms, and prayers adapted
with the specific name of the book’s owner, gender-specific endings (to its Latinate text),
references to the owners’ family saints, as well as hand-painted illustrations of the book’s owner
(sometimes reflexively even holding the prayerbook itself). These may even be altered through
time to include genealogy charts, and illustrations of future family members or their symbols.14
After practice of the Catholic faith was banned in England from 1527-1689, such handmade alterations remained in practice, yet the most cited function of this personalization was
now to evade religious persecution. As described:
Members of the newly reformed Church of England, for example, might paste
devotional prints into their Bibles to hide their loyalties to the Catholic Church. These
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“crypto-Catholics” would appear to be reading the Bible, when they were actually
meditating on a print of the Virgin Mary or a traditional saint tucked inside.15
As access to printed illustrations became more available to mass population, in the early
20th century, it became possible to use less-precious materials, and the decline of the fine-print
market, extra-illustrated books became a more common recreational hobby.16 Critical of the
cannibalization of multiple rare volumes for the production of a single personal extra-illustrated
Bulloch text The Art of Extra-Illustration, recommended other methods or techniques such as
using cheaper reproductions of images rather than original prints, avoid inlaid images by
collecting illustrations in a separate volume from the original binding of the text where prints
may be more carefully stuck between loose leaves rather than cut and pasting value prints to fit,
and to take advantage of photographic reproductions when possible (which could be enlarged or
reduced to a size suitable to the original volume). He is clear with readers that it is an expensive
hobby that may only ever produce volumes with less resell value than was invested, and implores
extra-illustrators to be frugal and intentional with decisions and to concentrate on the theoretical
purpose of illustrations to extend knowledge, offering what he describes should be a commonsense law: “Illustrate; don’t Adorn.”17
Despite the exceptional examples given here, the future life of most extra-illustrated
volumes is precarious after it leaves the hands of its maker, as future owners may be less likely
to value the alternations. The books often have less market value as grangerized texts, and many
times the volumes are ultimately unbound by rare-book collectors and scrapped for its parts. The
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Folger Shakespeare Library describes, “Institutions and collectors are still faced with the
conundrum of where to place value: the original intention of the grangerizer, or the market and
research value of individual pieces.”18 Although rare-book collections frequently have at least
one extra-illustrated volume in their collection, there are few curators actively collecting in this
area. As one curator for the Huntington Library describes, “At the turn of the century, collectors
bought the books thinking they would be important, but they fell out of scholarly favor by the
mid-twentieth century and, according to Ferrell, now sit collecting dust.”19 To add to their buried
destinies, these particular works are often described as a sort of cataloguing blackhole, as (due to
the extended skill and labor demanded of them) very few of the extra-illustrated works will ever
be fully described.
None-the-less, the continuation of the essential concept of transforming books has
continued through our modern day as alterations to the original texts are conducted by artists
painting directly to the page, altering pages with cut-ups and cut-outs, and the whole genre of
book sculptures. The expanded-illustration impulse behind grangerized texts can also be found
evident within Vannevar Bush’s concept for “memex” machine,20 in hypertexts,21 and through
the incorporation of linked-data models within the BIBFRAME initiative.22
*
Future readings to consult (when libraries open):
Lucy Peltz, Facing the Text: Extra-Illustration, Print Culture, and Society in Britain 1769-1840
John P. Harthan, The History of the Illustrated Book
Christina Ionescu, ed., The Unique Copy: Extra Illustration, Word and Image, and Print Culture
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